
Spiritual Practice for June – Pilgrimage (Part 3) 

With the drawing of this Love and the voice of this Calling 

We shall not cease from exploration 

And the end of all our exploring  

Will be to arrive where we started  

And know the place for the first time. 

 T. S. Eliot 

Ultimately, pilgrimage is about coming home to yourself.  If you have been responsive to the Divine call 

to embark on a pilgrimage and have opened yourself to hear the voice of the Spirit throughout your 

journey, you cannot help but be transformed into a truer image of the One who loved you into being.   

Isn’t transformation really the point of any spiritual journey, including the journey we call life?  As the 

Welsh poet and priest R. S. Thomas has said,  

The point of traveling  

Is not to arrive but to return home 

Laden with the pollen you shall work up 

Into honey the heart1 feeds on. 

 

Often the ways in which a pilgrimage has changed us are not evident until we return to our usual 

environment.  According to the writer Selma Lagerlof, “It is a strange thing to come home.  While yet on 

the journey, you cannot at all realize how strange it will be.”  In this third stage of pilgrimage, the 

Return, it’s important to be patient with yourself and be patient with others who have not shared your 

experience. 

 

If we take the understanding of Selma Lagerlof and hold it alongside T. S. Eliot’s, we see a paradox:  

Pilgrimage is both strange and familiar.  It may take a disruption to our lives for us to be able to 

recognize and affirm what is most fundamental and important -- a lesson many have learned during the 

COVID pandemic.   

 

As long as we live on this earth we will always be exploring and traveling, in a metaphorical sense, and 

will never “arrive” with our soul-work having been totally accomplished.  Some people at St. A’s have 

found that journeying to physically distant places, such as the Holy Land, Spain, Russia, or Celtic lands, 

has laden them with a superabundance of spiritual “pollen,” enough for a lifetime of heart-feeding 

honey.  But it is not necessary to travel great distances to experience the gifts of pilgrimage.  There are 

sacred places all around us, if only we have eyes to perceive them.   

 

If you’re intrigued by the idea of pilgrimage and want to learn more, a good place to start is with the 

book Pilgrimage – the Sacred Art: Journey to the Center of the Heart, by Sheryl A. Kujawa-Holbrook. 

 

To each and everyone of us, I extend the greeting of pilgrims on the Camino de Compostela – 

Buen camino! 

 
1 I have substituted “heart” for R.S. Thomas’s original word, “mind,” which I believe is closer to his intended 
meaning.   


